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Canalization refers to the process by which phenotypes are stabilized within species. Evolution by natural selection can
proceed efficiently only when phenotypes are canalized. The existence and identity of canalizing genes have thus been an
important, but controversial topic. Recent evidence has increasingly hinted that microRNAs may be involved in cana-
lizing gene expression. Their paradoxical properties (e.g., strongly conserved but functionally dispensable) suggest un-
conventional regulatory roles. We synthesized published and unpublished results and hypothesize that miRNAs may have
dual functions—in gene expression tuning and in expression buffering. In tuning, miRNAs modify the mean expression
level of their targets, but in buffering they merely reduce the variance around a preset mean. In light of the constant
emergence of new miRNAs, we further discuss the relative importance of these two functions in evolution.

Living organisms process as much information and execute as

many instructions as any high-power computers normally do. The

difference is that living organisms carry out the tasks under ex-

tremely variable environments, whereas no computers are made

to withstand even moderate fluctuations in voltage input. Living

things must be able to dampen variable inputs (in nutrition,

temperature, humidity, genetic background, etc.) to achieve the

remarkable stability in the output (development, physiological

responses, gene expression, etc.). This phenomenon is the essence

of biological homeostasis.

Darwin’s The Origin of Species (Darwin 1859), on the other

hand, is about evolutionary changes. On the surface, evolutionary

changes and phenotypic stability may seem like antithetical

concepts, but in the language of genetics they are really two sides

of the same issue. Evolution by natural selection can proceed only

when biological systems are reasonably stable. Imagine a system in

which phenotypic manifestation is highly variable. In it natural

selection cannot easily distinguish one genotype from another

and would have low efficacy. The original nongenetic version of

the Darwinian theory encountered many difficulties. One of them

was the blending of genetic materials, potentially leading to the

homogenization of phenotypes. The other resulted from the

ignorance of the difference between genotype and phenotype

and the puzzle over the existence of phenotypic variation. Fisher

(1930) pointed out that, in Darwin’s thinking, phenotypic varia-

tion should have been purged by natural selection—only the fit-

test should have remained.

The relationship between evolution and biological homeo-

stasis can best be expressed in quantitative genetic terms. Let Vg

and Ve denote phenotypic variance due to genotypic and envi-

ronmental effect, respectively. Vg 3 e is the interactive term be-

tween gene and environment. The total phenotypic variance, Vt,

can be expressed as follows:

V t = Vg + Ve + Vg 3 e:

For simplicity, we assume no dominance here, but the general

principle is the same in more complex systems. Any mechanism of

biological homeostasis should reduce these variances. While the

reduction of Vg might reduce the efficacy of natural selection, as

noted above, the more relevant quantity is the heritability, broadly

defined as the ratio Vg/Vt. The rate of evolutionary change in re-

sponse to selection is proportional to the heritability, not Vg.

Hence, mechanisms that reduce phenotypic variance in general

could indeed improve the efficacy of selection if they reduce Ve

and Vg 3 e more strongly than they reduce Vg.

Waddington (1942, 1959) put biological homeostasis in the

evolutionary context and formulated the concept of phenotypic

canalization. Developmental program, in the metaphor that water

in a valley always flows onto a stable path, is canalized. One may

imagine a landscape with multiple valleys. Phenotypes of different

species may follow the contours of different valleys, but within

each species the phenotypes are robust, stereotypic, and canalized.

This vision was beautifully illustrated by the classical ex-

periments of Rendel (1967) on the genetic control of scutellar

bristles in Drosophila. This bristle number does not vary within

species (for example, always four in Drosophila melanogaster) but

has diverged among Drosophila species, making it a diagnostic trait

in species identification. A mutation at the scute locus in D. mel-

anogaster allowed flies to escape canalization and develop fewer

(one to three) bristles. With relative ease, artificial selection could

move the bristle number up again. (Hence, Rendel provided one of

the earliest evidence of hidden genetic variation for morphologi-

cal characters.) What seems most fascinating is that when the

bristle number reached four, it was much more difficult to move

out of this number, as if indeed there was a valley of attraction.

Furthermore, once this barrier was crossed, it became easy again to

select for increased number of bristles. The extra bristles also re-

semble those of other species in their orders and locations on the

scutellum.

Rendel’s experiments nicely painted a picture of multiple

phenotypic states, each well canalized within a species. In the

absence of a molecular mechanism, Rendel’s experiments, albeit

often discussed, were not followed up in the subsequent decades.

Gene expression as the trait under canalization
In this work, we shall focus on whole-genome gene expression

as the phenotype of interest. We assume that whole-genome
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expression (WGE), like other phenotypes, needs to be ‘‘canalized,’’

as there is substantial stochasticity, both internal and external of

the cells, in gene expression (Kaern et al. 2005; Raser and O’Shea

2005). Unlike morphological or other complex phenotypes, gene

expression can be both phenotype and genotype (the latter being

true in the case of cis-regulation). Hence, the molecular genetic

basis of WGE is better understood than morphological pheno-

types, for example. Furthermore, with WGE, one can assay tens of

thousands of phenotypes in one single experiment.

Do canalizing genes exist?
Whether the phenotype of interest is morphology, behavior, or

WGE, the issue of greatest interest is the molecular mechanism(s)

of canalization. Do cells need genes that function mainly as can-

alizing agents? Many studies (von Dassow et al. 2000; Meir et al.

2002; Siegal and Bergman 2002) suggested that complex networks,

such as cellular transcription networks, are inherently stable. von

Dassow et al. (2000) analyzed the segment polarity phenotype,

attempting to simulate the 14-stripe pattern in Drosophila de-

velopment. Modeling the known segment polarity genes, these

authors could reproduce the patterning by simulation. The im-

plication is that canalizing genes are not needed. Nevertheless,

analysis of this kind cannot conclude the absence of canalizing

genes, since genomes are highly redundant, often with over-

lapping systems serving similar functions. Lack of evidence in

a limited setting does not imply absence.

The search for the elusive canalizing genes has indeed led to

some interesting findings. In a series of studies, Lindquist and

colleagues (Rutherford and Lindquist 1998) have uncovered

a substantial amount of cryptic genetic variation in Drosophila,

yeast, and Arabidopsis. These genetic variants do not have detect-

able phenotypic effects in the wild-type background. However, in

the absence of the heat shock protein HSP90, many abnormalities

were observed. Given that HSP90 is a chaperon protein that helps

the folding of many other proteins, it can conceivably influence

the phenotypic consequences of those gene products. The hsp90

gene was suggested to be a canalizing gene (but see Bergman and

Siegal [2003] and Hermisson and Wagner [2004] for discussions

on the connection between canalization and cryptic genetic

variation).

The hsp90 gene, and, in the example of Rendel (1967), the

scute locus, are possible canalizing genes. There is little doubt that

individual loci might play a canalizing role. The question is

whether the genetic mechanisms are sufficiently general, such

that a whole class of genes may underlie canalization.

miRNAs—Their paradoxical function and evolution
One of the major discoveries in the last decade is the existence of

microRNAs (miRNA or miR), which constitute a class of post-

transcriptional regulators of gene expression (Lee et al. 1993;

Wightman et al. 1993; Bartel 2004; Bushati and Cohen 2007).

miRNAs are small regulatory molecules 19–24 nucleotides (nt)

long (Lee et al. 1993; Wightman et al. 1993; Lagos-Quintana et al.

2001; Lau et al. 2001; Lee and Ambros 2001). They normally guide

the so-called RNA-induced silencing protein (RISC) complex to

down-regulate transcripts that contain miR-matching sequences

in their 39 UTRs.

The rules of matching are different in animals and plants.

Nucleotides at positions 2–8 of the miRNA are referred to as the

seed. In animals, perfect (or nearly perfect) matching between the

seed and the 39 UTR is required, but the rest of the miRNA follows

much less-stringent rules for pairing with targets (Lewis et al. 2003,

2005; Stark et al. 2003; Brennecke et al. 2005; Grun et al. 2005; Lim

et al. 2005; Rajewsky 2006; Grimson et al. 2007). (In plants,

matching between miRNAs and targets is more extensive [Rhoades

et al. 2002].) Thus, in animals, each miRNA may have anywhere

between 20 and 200 target genes and many genes are simulta-

neously the targets of more than one miRNA (Grun et al. 2005;

Krek et al. 2005; Lewis et al. 2005; Rajewsky 2006). Not surpris-

ingly, the down-regulation of a target gene by any particular

miRNA is often modest and has been shown to be in excess of 50%

only infrequently (Nakahara et al. 2005; Baek et al. 2008; Selbach

et al. 2008).

Despite extensive studies, miRNAs in animals appear to be

paradoxical regulators, as their properties at once suggest extreme

functional importance and functional dispensability. Many

miRNAs play a role in critical steps of animal development

(Carrington and Ambros 2003; Alvarez-Garcia and Miska 2005;

Wienholds and Plasterk 2005; Plasterk 2006; Stefani and Slack

2008), and many are highly conserved. For example, about

80 miRNAs are nearly identical within the genus Drosophila (Stark

et al. 2007); many of them are conserved even between vertebrates

and invertebrates (Sempere et al. 2006; Stark et al. 2007). De-

velopmental regulation and evolutionary conservation should

suggest functional importance of miRNAs.

In contrast, another suite of properties may be interpreted to

mean that miRNAs are utterly unimportant. First, many miRNAs,

even the highly conserved ones, can be individually deleted

without causing any obvious defects (Li and Carthew 2005; Miska

et al. 2007). It is customary to explain the dispensability in terms

of functional redundancy, but it is nevertheless difficult to rec-

oncile the extreme conservation with redundancy. For example,

duplicated genes with redundant functions often experience ac-

celerated evolution, likely the result of relaxed selective con-

straints. miRNAs are exceptional among gene loci in being both

highly conserved and dispensable.

Second, the effects of miRNAs on the expression of their

targets are usually modest when the miRNAs are mis-expressed

(Baek et al. 2008; Selbach et al. 2008). In a most extreme manip-

ulation, the Dicer-1 gene, which is required for the maturation of

all miRNAs, was knocked out (Nakahara et al. 2005). Although this

is a lethal condition, it is possible to assay gene expression in cell

clones homozygous for the Dicer-1 deletion. Since all miRs should

be absent, the lethality of Dicer-1 deletion is hardly unexpected. In

contrast, it is rather surprising that the number of proteins

showing significant mis-expression was modest (at only 9%, 94

out of 1003 proteins) in the same cells (Nakahara et al. 2005).

Third, evidence suggests that, even for highly conserved miRNAs,

their targets may not be noticeably conserved. We shall return to

the subject later, but, again, it is hard to imagine specific func-

tional significance in miRNA–target interactions.

The paradoxes suggest that miRNAs might have a biological

role beyond the conventional regulatory functions, which are

often well defined and vital (i.e., indispensable). Canalization

could be such an unconventional role. Within the limited range of

environmental perturbations in most experiments, canalization

may not be particularly important, but, in the evolutionary

timescale, it may be crucial. Indeed, microRNAs have increasingly

attracted attention as candidates for canalizing agents (Cohen

et al. 2006; Cui et al. 2006, 2007; Hornstein and Shomron 2006; Li

et al. 2006; Choi et al. 2007; Tsang et al. 2007; Varghese and Cohen

2007; Martinez et al. 2008).
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The dual functions of miRNAs—Expression tuning
and expression buffering
In the literature, the proposed functions of miRNAs may be

broadly classified into two categories. The first category is about

setting the mean of the expression level of the target genes (re-

ferred to as expression tuning) and the second one is about re-

ducing their variance (expression buffering, or homeostasis). The

two functions correspond quite well to the circuitry classification

of Tsang et al. (2007). As the buffering mechanism may work

equally well around various means, these two functions are

somewhat independent, and, hence, not mutually exclusive.

Given that the tuning function has been the focus of many pre-

vious reviews (Plasterk 2006; Bushati and Cohen 2007; Stefani and

Slack 2008; Sullivan 2008), it will be addressed only briefly in this

section.

miRNAs often tune the expression levels of their target genes

(i.e., reset their mean expression levels) to promote cell differen-

tiation. Thanks to the direct action on the transcripts, miRNAs can

tune the expression quickly, but the extent of tuning is often

modest. An analogy for the role of miRNAs in gene expression may

be a rheostat (or a dimmer, as opposed to a switch) (Bartel and

Chen 2004). In this sense, the action of miRNAs resembles the

genetic effect driving species and racial differentiation (see Wu and

Palopoli 1994; Wu and Ting 2004).

Figure 1, A and C, present three simple motifs of the tuning

mode in the transcription network. The simple repression motif

(Fig. 1A) is illustrated nicely by the study of Xiao et al. (2007) (see

also Hobert 2007). In the mouse immune system, miR-150 targets

the Myb (also known as c-myb) gene, which then regulates the

formation of pre-B and B1 cells. A high level of miR-150 holds Myb

in check, preventing the pre-maturation of pro-B cells into pre-B

cells. Although miR-150 Myb interaction should be embedded

in a more complex network, it appears that this repression dom-

inates other interactions in the particular cellular context.

Another example of simple repression that has to be viewed

in the context of a larger motif is the miR-9a senseless repres-

sion in Drosophila. The gene, senseless, activates proneural gene

expression, which plays a key role in the development of sense

organ precursors (SOPs) (Li et al. 2006) (see also Cohen et al. 2006).

Beside being repressed by miR-9a, the senseless locus is coupled

with another gene, E(spl), in a double-negative feedback loop. Such

a loop (see Fig. 1C for an example) is a ‘‘bistable’’ motif in which

either senseless or E(spl), but not both, would be expressed. The miR-

9a senseless interaction would thus determine the eventual state

of the bistable motif, which in turn would determine the formation

of SOP vs. neighboring cells. In the Cohen et al. (2006) description,

miR-9a sets the threshold for SOP formation.

Figure 1B is a coherent feed-forward loop in which the two

pathways work coherently to reinforce the silencing of the target

gene, T. There are many such examples that are variations on the

theme shown in Figure 1B (Hornstein et al. 2005; Stark et al. 2005;

Makeyev and Maniatis 2008; Marson et al. 2008). One more motif

in the tuning mode is shown in Figure 1C. In the study of Rybak

et al. (2008), the human miRNA, let-7, forms a double-negative

feedback loop with the mammalian homolog of locus lin-28 in

Caenorhabditis elegans. The expression of lin-28 determines the

pluripotency of the embryonic stem cells. The locus lin-28 is ad-

ditionally repressed by miR-125, which, like miR-9a above, tilts

the ‘‘bistable’’ circuitry toward one of the two states.

In all of the examples above, miRNAs play a key role in

tuning (or resetting) the expression level of the target gene, T,

leading to the differentiation of immune cells, sensory organs, or

stem cells, respectively.

miRNAs and expression buffering—Evidence from
the literature
While tuning is about adjusting the mean expression level of the

target gene, buffering is about reducing its variance. When there

are no input noises, the buffering function might not be easily

noticeable. Such noises could be present at various developmental

stages or under environmental conditions that occur infrequently,

say, once over many generations. Since most experiments were

done in controlled environments with as little noise as possible, it

is not surprising that canalizing genes have not been extensively

identified. It should also be noted that, at the level of single cells,

gene expression is stochastic in nature (Kaern et al. 2005; Raser

and O’Shea 2005). Hence, mechanisms for expression buffering

may be crucial at the level of single cells.

Figure 1, D and E, are motifs of the buffering mode. Figure 1D

is an incoherent feed-forward loop (FFL) in which the two path-

ways between A and T are ‘‘incoherent’’—up-regulation in one and

down-regulation in the other. In the first pathway, A regulates the

level of T, and, hence, the expression of T is not stable if the input

value A does not stay constant. The second path, A ! miR T,

would distribute the variation in the input to miR, reducing the

fluctuation in T. In the incoherent FFL, the second path going

through miRNA would be dispensable if the input from A is stable.

This dispensability may help explain why many miRNAs, even

those that are highly conserved, can be deleted without having

a strong phenotype. We rarely thought of genes whose primary

Figure 1. Simple network motifs containing miRNA. T denotes the
target gene of miRNA; A and B denote other genes. These motifs are
classified according to the functions in either tuning or buffering. The
expression-tuning motifs include: (A) Simple repression in which miRNA
reduces the expression of T; (B) coherent feed-forward loop, where
miRNA reinforces the repression of T; (C) double-negative feedback loop,
where miRNA and T mutually repress each other. The repression of T and
expression of miR, or vice versa, is reinforced by the feedback. This is
referred to as a ‘‘bistable’’ motif. The expression-buffering motifs include:
(D) incoherent feed-forward loop (FFL), where miRNA buffers the ex-
pression of T against the fluctuation in A. (E) Negative feedback loop,
where miR and T mutually buffer each other’s expression from pertur-
bation. (F) Incoherent FFL with four nodes, in which T1 and T2 buffer gene
B against fluctuations in miR.
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function is to reduce the variance. The auxiliary path that goes

through miRNA in Figure 1D could be considered such an exam-

ple. Figure 1E is a negative feedback loop, effective in dampening

the oscillations in the expression of both genes in the loop.

An example of the incoherent FFL is the MYC (also known as

c-Myc) loop reported by O’Donnell et al. (2005). In this example, A

of Figure 1D is MYC, T is the E2F1 gene, and miR is miR-17. E2F1

promotes cell cycle progression and may lead to tumorgenesis in

humans. The incoherent FFL hence buffers E2F1 expression

against variations in the expression of MYC. A good example of

negative feedback loop (Fig. 1E) is given by Martinez et al. (2008).

In this example, miR is miR-43 and T is lin-26; the latter being

expressed in the embryos of C. elegans and involved in epithelial

differentiation. Like many other miRNA examples, the deletion of

miR-43 does not produce an obvious phenotype.

Buffering motifs of the kinds of Figure 1, D and E were once

thought to be relatively uncommon (Alon 2007). As noted by both

Tsang et al. (2007) and Martinez et al. (2008), experiments gen-

erally are biased against detecting mechanisms of homeostasis,

which suppresses phenotypic variation. By bioinformatic analysis,

Tsang et al. (2007) have found that incoherent FFLs are no less

common than the coherent types. Similarly, Martinez et al. (2008)

were able to identify many feedback loops between a transcription

factor and a miRNA in the C. elegans genome. In previous reports

(Alon 2007), negative feedback loops were rather infrequent,

perhaps because only transcription factors were analyzed (TFs).

Figure 1 highlights only the simpler network motifs. In Figure

1F, miR down-regulates a gene B via T1 and, ‘‘incoherently’’ up-

regulates B via another target, T2. A recent example of this type of

motif is the Nodal signaling pathway (Choi et al. 2007) in which

the squint locus is T1 and the lefty locus is T2. These two genes

regulate the Nodal pathway antagonistically. The fluctuation in

miR-430 is thus dampened and its effect on the Nodal pathway,

which controls mesendoderm formation, would be robust.

A complementary approach to the problem of buffering

functions is to analyze the features of network wirings involving

miRNAs. In a series of studies by Edwin Wang and colleagues

(Wang 2008), the authors noted that miRNAs are preferentially

wired to positively regulated motifs, highly connected scaffolds,

and downstream components of signaling pathways including

transcription factors. Wiring to positively regulated motifs could

provide buffering as miRNAs down-regulate targets. Wiring to the

more heavily trafficked nodes is also an efficient way to buffer the

entire system against perturbations. In general, the wiring of

miRNAs suggests a role at the systems level, rather than the simple

tuning of their immediate targets (see also ‘‘paradoxes of miRNAs’’

discussed earlier). Recently, Mehta et al. (2008) compared the ki-

netics of gene regulation by TFs vs. by noncoding RNAs in pro-

karyotes. They found many conditions under which noncoding

RNAs can be more effective than TFs in filtering input noises. More

general analyses on the relative efficacy of TFs and miRNAs in

buffering input noises will be most illuminating on transcription

homeostasis.

miRNAs and expression buffering—Evidence from
recent experiments
Under the buffering hypothesis, miRNAs stabilize whole-genome

expression against input noises. In this sense, they may behave in

cells like shock absorbers on an automobile. For example, if

a shock absorber works well in an incoherent FFL of Figure 1D, one

might expect the expression of miRNAs themselves to vary more

than the targets. In fact, miRNAs are expected to fluctuate more in

expression than the transcriptome in general. We shall now

present some results from our own analyses that may be germane

to expression buffering.

Many of the interpretations will depend on the accuracy of

target prediction, which remains inexact to this day. Nevertheless,

unless the prediction algorithm (or combination of algorithms) is

so inaccurate that the proportion of real targets in the predicted set

is no better than random assignment, the interpretations should

be valid. We will heed the degree to which the inaccuracy might

impact the interpretations in relevant sections.

Perturbation of the expression level of target vs. nontarget
genes

A straightforward test for the expression-buffering hypothesis is to

change the level of miRNAs and observe the consequences on

whole-genome expression. Normally, we expect the direct targets

to be more affected by the perturbation than the indirect ones,

which, in turn, should change more than the transcriptome as

a whole. However, if miRNAs are part of the mechanisms of ex-

pression buffering, then the trend might be reversed and the direct

targets could be least affected by miRNA mis-expression.

There are many studies that perturb whole-genome expres-

sion (Farh et al. 2005; Lim et al. 2005; Rehwinkel et al. 2006;

Grimson et al. 2007; Karres et al. 2007; Linsley et al. 2007; Baek

et al. 2008; Selbach et al. 2008). Most of these studies were

designed to study the interactions between miRNAs and their

targets. In order to detect the effects of these interactions, the

buffering mechanisms were generally circumvented. For example,

many studies assayed whole-genome expression immediately

following the perturbation, intending to limit the downstream

feedbacks. These studies also relied mostly on transfection or

knockout of miRNAs, and, hence, were free from feedbacks on

these miRNAs.

A direct test of the buffering hypothesis has to assay whole-

genome stead-state expression that is perturbed by transgenic

miRNAs driven by their own promoters. For control, mutant forms

of the transgenic miRNAs would have to be used. Such experi-

ments have recently been carried out by Tang et al. (T. Tang, S.

Kumar, S. Yang, J. Lu, S. Shi, and C.-I. Wu, in prep). In that study,

a cluster of four miRNAs were used to transform D. melanogaster.

These four miRNAs from D. melanogaster (miR-310, miR-311, miR-

312, and miR-313, collectively referred to as Dm310s) are dupli-

cates of each other, sharing the same seed but having divergent

tails (nonseed segment of miR).

The results, shown in Figure 2, are illuminating of the buff-

ering function of miRNAs. Widely scattered points mean strong

responses to the expression of the transgenic miRNAs. In-

terestingly, the responses of the predicted target genes of Dm310s

(Fig. 2B) are milder than those of the transcriptome as a whole (Fig.

2A). The difference is highly significant by various target pre-

diction programs (T. Tang, S. Kumar, S. Yang, J. Lu, S. Shi, and C.-I.

Wu, in prep.). Although methods of target prediction are not fully

accurate, they should not all be so bad that there are, in fact, fewer

real targets in the predicted set than in the control. Furthermore,

at least three target genes have been experimentally verified pre-

viously and none of them showed significantly reduced expres-

sion in Figure 2A. In a control experiment for the experiments of

Figure 2, we used nonnative miRNAs as the transgene. In the

control, predicted target genes are indeed more strongly mis-

regulated than in the experiment of Figure 2B. The overall results
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suggest that the predicted targets of Dm310s may indeed be

‘‘buffered’’ in expression (Fig. 2B) and the observed pattern is not

likely an experimental artifact or bioinformatic misinference.

An additional point concerns the evolution between the two

functions of miRNAs (tuning and buffering). The miR-310s cluster

is relatively young in Drosophila and each miRNA is still evolving

(Lu et al. 2008a). New miRNAs, in the process of becoming in-

tegrated into the genome, may have to minimize the disruption to

the transcriptome while providing some benefits. Genetic buffer-

ing appears to be a possible early function in evolution. We will

return to this hypothesis later.

Between-species divergence in target gene expression
in relation to miRNA expression divergence

We may also consider natural divergence in the level of miRNA

expression between species as some sort of perturbation. We ask

whether the expressions of the predicted target genes behave

according to the simple repression model of Figure 1A. In such

a model, the more highly expressed miRNAs are, then, on average,

the less abundant their target transcripts should be.

Cui et al. (2007) previously reported that the divergence in

gene expression between species is smaller for miRNA target genes

than for nontarget genes. The analysis was not able to incorporate

divergence in miRNA expression as such information was gener-

ally unavailable. Fortunately, we have previously measured the

divergence in miRNA expression in the heads of D. melanogaster

and Drosophila simulans males by deep sequencing (Lu et al.

2008b). In the same tissues, we have also measured whole-

genome expression by cDNA microarrays (Wang et al. 2008). We

then calculated the ratio of expression level in D. melanogaster

over that in D. simulans for each miRNA that is significantly up-

regulated in either species. These ratios are shown on the x-axis of

Figure 3.

The predicted target genes for each miRNA in both species

were identified by TargetScan (Lewis et al. 2003, 2005) and their

expression level in male heads was evaluated by cDNA microarray

in both species, as was done in Wang et al. (2008). The ratio of the

value of D. melanogaster over that of D. simulans is shown on the

y-axis in Figure 3. As can be seen clearly in Figure 3B, there is no

correlation at all between the expression

ratio of the target genes and the expres-

sion ratio of miRNAs. The result was un-

expected as the highest (D. mel/D. sim)

ratio is more than 10 times higher than

the lowest ratio in relative terms, and yet

the average expression level of their tar-

get genes remains about the same. The

lack of correlation cannot be easily at-

tributed to inaccuracy in target pre-

diction, as we chose putative miRNA

targets that are highly conserved among

the 12 species of Drosophila. Such strin-

gency usually yields greater than 50%

accuracy when the predicted targets were

experimentally verified.

We may broadly refer to the ob-

served pattern (lack of correlation be-

tween miRNA and target abundance

between closely related species) as ‘‘evo-

lutionary buffering.’’ While expression

buffering should lead to evolutionary

buffering, the latter is not necessarily caused by the former. In

other words, the data of Figure 3 are only broadly compatible with

the expression-buffering hypothesis. Direct support will have to

come from experiments like those of Figure 2. One also notices in

Figure 3 that a sizable fraction of miRNAs vary in expression by

more than twofold between the two species of Drosophila. In

contrast, almost no target genes in this analysis diverge by more

than twofold in expression in the same comparison. If miRNAs

serve as shock absorbers, they are expected to fluctuate more than

the transcriptome in general. An extensive survey of the relative

magnitude of expression fluctuation between miRNAs and their

target transcripts might be informative about miRNA functions.

miRNAs and expression buffering—Evidence from
evolutionary conservation
The two types of miRNA functions (tuning and buffering) may

impose very different constraints on the evolution of miRNA–

target interactions. Given that the tuning functions attributed to

miRNAs often underlie important phenotypes, one might expect

strong conservation in the interaction between miRNAs and their

targets. Several examples cited above, including the maturation of

immune cells in mouse, the development of sensory organs in

Drosophila, and the maintenance of embryonic stem cells in C.

elegans, are regulated by miRNAs. Curiously, while these pheno-

types are conserved, the underlying miRNA–target interactions do

not appear to be so.

The number of cases where the conservation in the miRNA–

target coupling has been experimentally verified is surprisingly

small (Chen and Rajewsky 2007). Between Drosophila and human,

a computational analysis shows that, of the 8136 genes that are

putative miRNA targets in either species, only 50 homologous

pairs are targeted by the same miRNA in both species (Grun et al.

2005). These authors found that, on average, the number of pre-

dicted targets is several times larger in human than in Drosophila;

hence, broad-scale nonconservation seems possible.

It is perhaps more informative to compute the relative target

richness for each miRNA within each species. For example, miR-

125 has a value of 0.17 in Drosophila (17% as target rich as the

average among all miRNAs) and 1.44 in human. In contrast, the

Figure 2. Changes in gene expression with transgenic miR-310s (the ‘‘volcano’’ plots). The x-axis is
the log2 value of fold change between the transgenic line and control. The dashed lines at 60.585 and
61 indicate relative expression changes of 33% and 50%, respectively. The y-axis is the log10 value of
the likelihood of observing the change. (A) Whole-genome expression changes between miR-310s
transgenic lines and the wild-type line. (B) Changes in the expression of the predicted targets between
miR-310s transgenic lines and the wild-type line. Points of the lighter shade represent significantly
misregulated genes.
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ratios are 1.02 and 0.32, respectively, for miR-304. Thus, miR-125

is relatively target poor in Drosophila and target rich in humans,

but miR-304 is the opposite. The relative target richness between

these two miRNAs in these two taxa is more than 25-fold [= 1.44/

0.17]/[0.31/1.02].

While the lack of conservation in miRNA–target coupling

seems puzzling under the tuning hypothesis, specific miRNA–

target interactions are not expected to be highly conserved under

the buffering hypothesis. From a network perspective, there

may be no strong constraint on individual regulatory links

(Wagner 2005; Ciliberti et al. 2007a, b). A configuration of a tran-

scription network with defined links between genes is referred to

as the network ‘‘genotype.’’ Two genotypes are connected if

changing only one link can convert one genotype to the other.

Previous studies have shown that many different network geno-

types can have the same transcription output (or phenotype).

Importantly, many of these ‘‘genotypes’’ having the same phe-

notype are interconnected, making it possible for the species to

evolve in a meta-genotypic space (Wagner 2005; Ciliberti et al.

2007a).

If miRNAs are not constrained by individual target genes,

they may likely function at the higher level of pathway or systems.

For example, miR-1 targets genes of muscle development in both

fly and human (Stefani and Slack 2008) and miR-9 is involved in

sensory organ development (Cohen et al. 2006). Similarly, miR-8

targets genes on the Wnt pathway in both Drosophila and mam-

mals (Kennell et al. 2008). If miRNAs interact with targets mainly

to maintain the stability of the system, then each specific

link between a miRNA and a target gene might be ‘‘evolvable,’’ as

observed.

Evolution of miRNA targets between human and mouse

The analysis on the nonconservation of miRNA targets dis-

cussed above was based on comparisons between very distantly

related taxa such as human vs. Drosophila. It might then be in-

formative to compare species that are not as different. Hence, we

compared human and mouse for miRNA target conservation.

We chose nine miRNAs that have been assayed by transfection

experiments on human cell lines (Grimson et al. 2007). Human

genes that were significantly down-regulated at both 12 and

24 h by the transfected miRNA and have a perfect match with

its seed (position 2–8) in their 39 UTRs are considered direct

targets. In total, we assayed 417 direct target sites distributed

over 319 genes. A target site is the stretch of 7 bp that match

perfectly with the miR seed plus one extra base pair on the

39 end (or the 59 end of miR) and 10 bp on the 59 end, hence,

totaling 18 bp.

We analyzed the evolutionary conservation of the 417 target

sites between human and mouse. Figure 4, A and B show the

conservation of the first 8 bp (referred to as the core) and all 18 bp,

respectively. For comparison, fragments of 8 or 18 bp were selected

randomly from the same 39 UTR, where the target site was iden-

tified. Figure 4 shows that miRNA target sites are indeed more

conserved than the rest of the 39 UTR, but the degree of conser-

vation is modest. Figure 4A shows that 40% of the 8-bp core in the

target genes are fully conserved (first bin). In contrast, only 15% of

the random 8-bp sequences are fully conserved between human

and mouse. The second bin with one change in the core is roughly

the same between the two panels of Figure 4A. Thus, the excess in

the first bin is at the expense of the third and fourth bin (with two

and three changes in the 8-bp core, respectively). In short, ;25%

(= 40%–15%) of the miRNA target sites are more conserved than

expected between human and mouse. If we compare the whole

18 bp, the level of conservation is much smaller, as can be seen in

Figure 4B.

Evolution of targets of evolving miRNAs between
Drosophila species

Another approach to the problem of target-site conservation is to

compare the rate of evolutionary turnover of targets between

conserved and unconserved miRNAs. If miRNA–target inter-

actions are under strong selective constraints, we should expect

the turnover rate to be lower for conserved miRNAs than for

Figure 3. Correlation between the expression ratios in miRNAs and
their targets. The ratio is the level of expression in D. melanogaster over
that in D. simulans. (A) The scatter plot and (B) the box plot. In A, the
x-axis is the miRNA expression ratio, but in B the ratios are given by rank.
Note that there is no correlation at all between the expression level of
miRNAs and their predicted targets, in contrast to the prediction of the
simple repression motif.
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unconserved ones. To carry out this type of analysis, it is best to

compare miRNAs of the same family, some of which are con-

served, while others are evolving. We use the miR-92a/b–miR-310s

family (Lu et al. 2008a) for this purpose. miR-92a/b are two highly

conserved miRNAs in Drosophila. The duplication of either miR-

92a or miR-92b led to a cluster of new miRNAs—miR-310/311/

312/313 (or simply miR-310s). The miR-310s cluster have been

evolving since their formation 40–50 Mya and are still evolving

adaptively in the recent past (Lu et al. 2008a). Despite the differ-

ences, all six miRNAs share the same seed.

In Table 1, we used the procedure as implemented in PITA

(Kertesz et al. 2007) to predict targets. The procedure does not rely

on sequence conservation, and hence, would allow for the in-

ference on evolutionary conservation vis-à-vis turnover. The first

observation is the low percentage of shared targets (< 20%) be-

tween D. melanogaster and Drosophila pseudoobscura, estimated to

have diverged for about 50 million years. We are interested in the

relative evolutionary rate of the targets of conserved and evolving

miRNAs, thus permitting some inaccuracies in target prediction in

both sets.

The surprising observation of Table 1 is that the rates of

evolutionary turnover in targets are rather comparable for con-

served vs. evolving miRNAs. Although the results in Table 1 do not

lend themselves to a quantitative estimate of target-site conser-

vation, they do suggest, qualitatively,

that the miR–target coupling is labile

during evolution.

miRNAs and expression
buffering—The emergence
of new miRNAs
We now address the issue of the emer-

gence of new miRNAs. How does a new

miRNA become integrated into the tran-

scriptome? If tuning is to provide the

selective advantage, the likelihood of

a brand new miRNA repressing the right

targets while avoiding the wrong ones

seems quite small. If the tuning model is

to work, it may have to follow the nearly

neutral evolution model (Ohta 1973). In

this model, evolution can proceed if the

deleterious effects of the new mutations

(including new genes) are sufficiently

small. In addition, mutation rate has to

be correspondingly large to drive evolu-

tion. Previous studies (Fahlgren et al.

2007; Lu et al. 2008b) suggested that

these two conditions might be met in the

evolution of miRNAs. Emergence of new

miRNAs is rather frequent and new

miRNAs seem to be too lowly expressed

to exert a strong fitness effect.

Ohta’s (1973) nearly neutral evolu-

tion model, when applied to the emer-

gence of new miRNAs, has its limitations.

First, the rate of evolutionary decay of

neutral miRNAs is very high (Lu et al.

2008b). For Drosophila, 95% of them

would degenerate in 10 million years or

so. Even if these miRNAs emerged without any deleterious effects,

the race against time to acquire a positive fitness effect is tight. In

other words, the nearly neutral model does allow more new mi-

RNAs to spread in the population. Whether enough new miRNAs

would win the race against degeneracy remains questionable.

Second, the nearly neutral model makes other predictions.

For example, the emergence rate should be higher in species that

have a smaller effective population size, Ne. Analyses of genomic

evolutionary pattern have confirmed that species with smaller Ne,

such as humans, tend to have smaller selective constraints (as

Figure 4. Nucleotide divergence in miRNA target sequences between human and mouse. The dis-
tributions of the divergence (proportion of base-pair changes) are given for the core (8 mer) and the
minimal miRNA sequence (18 mer) separately. Each sequence is counted as a site. For both types of
sequences, random sites of the same length are given for comparison. In total, 447 sites from 349 genes
were analyzed.

Table 1. Number of predicted targets of miR-92 and miR-310s
clusters in D. melanogaster and D. pseudoobscura

miRNAs D. mel D. pseudo Both Percent shared

Conserved miRs
miR-92a 44 29 16 18.0
miR-92b 50 39 13 12.7

Evolving miRs
miR-310 40 35 13 14.8
miR-311 42 34 10 11.6
miR-312 59 20 13 14.1

Note that the percentages of shared target genes between the two spe-
cies are not different for evolving and conserved miRNAs.
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measured by the Ka/Ks ratio) than species like mouse or Drosophila

(for review, see Fay and Wu 2003). Currently, there is currently no

comparative analysis on miRNA emergence between closely re-

lated species that have disparate Ne’s (which should be reflected in

their genome-wide Ka/Ks ratio). Nevertheless, the emergence rate

of miRNAs in Drosophila does not appear to be lower than that in

human or chimpanzee (Berezikov et al. 2006; Lu et al. 2008b).

Given the much larger Ne, as well as the smaller genome, the high

rate of miRNA emergence in Drosophila is somewhat a surprise.

The observation raises questions about the near-neutral model

that assumes no selective advantage in the emergence of new

miRNAs.

Under the expression-buffering hypothesis, some new

miRNAs may have a selective advantage, albeit very small initially.

As illustrated in Figure 1D, the addition of the A!miR T path

to form a feed-forward loop may not change the mean expression

level of T, but may reduce its variance. At the systems level, the

addition of a new miR may thus increase the stability of the

transcriptome. In this view, newly emerged miRNAs would con-

tribute to expression buffering initially without exerting a signifi-

cant effect on the mean level of gene expression.

Conclusion
miRNAs are paradoxical regulators of the transcription network.

On one hand, they are often highly conserved, controlling

key steps in development. On the other hand, they can often be

deleted with little phenotypic consequences. Furthermore, the

sequences of their targets appear to be weakly constrained. Any

model on the function and evolution of miRNAs has to account

for these paradoxical properties. In this perspective, we suggest

that miRNAs may have dual functions, expression tuning

and expression buffering, which together might account for the

paradox.

Expression tuning means that miRNAs adjust the mean ex-

pression levels of their target genes. This is the prevailing view on

the function of miRNAs (Bushati and Cohen 2007). Expression

buffering refers to the reduction in the variance of the expression

level of the target genes. Many studies of the molecular mecha-

nisms of miRNA regulation indeed suggest such functions

(Hornstein and Shomron 2006; Bushati and Cohen 2007). The

low level of target conservation and the dispensability of many

miRNAs can be explained if miRNAs function as the ‘‘canalizing

agents,’’ because network stability does not always require specific

links to be conserved (Ciliberti et al. 2007a,b).

We further hypothesize that the dual functions of miRNAs

may represent two stages in the evolution of miRNAs. As discussed

above, new miRNAs are not likely to improve fitness by resetting

the mean expression levels of many target genes when they

emerge. Instead, they might gain an advantage in homeostasis by

reducing the variances in gene expression. The strong buffering

effect observed in Tang et al. (T. Tang, S. Kumar, S. Yang, J. Lu, S.

Shi, and C.-I. Wu, in prep.) could be attributed to the fact that they

analyzed new miRNAs. The tuning functions would evolve sub-

sequently and gradually after the new miRNAs become integrated

into the genome.

In the transcription network, TFs and miRNAs may be com-

plementary in action. In terms of expression tuning, TFs may

play a dominant role, setting the mean level of expression. The

task of keeping the system close to that mean may require the

participation of miRNAs. Martinez et al. (2008) have suggested

that miRNAs complement TFs in forming feedback loops. Since

miRNAs are negative regulators, the inclusion of both TFs and

miRNAs may increase the tunability of the network (Tsai et al.

2008). There is also an emerging interest in comparing the kinetic

properties of TFs and noncoding RNAs in the context of damp-

ening input noises (Mehta et al. 2008). In the canalization meta-

phor, some gene actions are responsible for moving the species to

the right valley, while others play the role of making its de-

velopment canalized. TFs and miRNAs likely play both roles, but

with somewhat different emphasis (Sylvestre et al. 2007; Woods

et al. 2007; for review, see Hobert 2004, 2008).
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